
Welcome to the LinuxUser 
section where we focus 
on beginners' topics 
and interesting software 
packages for Linux.

Have you ever needed to repartition your hard drive
to allow for Linux installation? GNU Parted, a fairly
new partitioning tool, is much more than the usual
fdisk clone you get on most operating systems. Its
specialty: Parted will resize DOS/Windows FAT and
Linux ext2 partitions.

What else do we have for you in this issue? tear
is a command line MP3 creation tool, that automati-
cally rips your audio CDs. It will also fetch the artist
and track name data from a CDDB server to set cor-
rect MP3 tags. Have a look at new GNOME pro-
grams in our Gnomogram section, and learn how to
work with RPM and Debian packages. Software
installation is so much easier when you know the
tricks of the trade.

Before leaving you to digest this issue's articles,
we'd like to make a request – please send us feed-
back. What do you think about the LinuxUser sec-
tion? What other topics or aspects would you like to
see covered?

Check the cover CD-ROM for some really useful
files. Many articles in this section have a CD-ROM
icon to indicate you will find program sources or
installable binaries (RPM packages) in the Linux-
Magazine subdirectory.

Enjoy the LinuxUser pages,

Hans-Georg Esser
hgesser@linux-user.de
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